
  

Chapter 5 
Systems of Linear Equations

Determinants

● Section 5.4
Solving Systems of Two Linear Equations in 
Two Unknowns by Determinants



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Consider two equations

each  contains two unknowns: x and y, or (x,y)

Solution to this system is the pair of values (x,y) that 
satisfies both the equations.

Methods to solve the system:
● graphically
● by addition / elimination method
● by substitution method
● by determinants

{a1 x+b1 y=c1

a2 x+b2 y=c2



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations graphically

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14
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Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations graphically

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

x y
0 -14/3
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1 0
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Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations graphically

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

x y
0 -14/3

3.5 0
4.25 1

x y
0 -3
1 0
2 3

solution
Answer: (-1,-6)



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by addition/elimination method

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by substitution method

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

{a1 x+b1 y=c1

a2 x+b2 y=c2



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1) Compose the matrix of coefficients 
    of variables :

{a1 x+b1 y=c1

a2 x+b2 y=c2

[a1 b1

a2 b2
]



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1) Compose the matrix of coefficients 
    of variables :

{a1 x+b1 y=c1

a2 x+b2 y=c2

[a1 b1

a2 b2
]

principal diagonal



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1) Compose the matrix of coefficients 
    of variables :

{a1 x+b1 y=c1

a2 x+b2 y=c2

[a1 b1

a2 b2
]

principal diagonal

secondary diagonal



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1) Compose the matrix of coefficients 
    of variables :

2) Find its determinant: 
product of the numbers on the principal diagonal – product 
of the numbers on the secondary diagonal:

{a1 x+b1 y=c1

a2 x+b2 y=c2

[a1 b1

a2 b2
]

principal diagonal

secondary diagonal

a1b2−a2b1

|a1 b1

a2 b2
|=a1b2−a2b1



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

3) Use Cramer’s rule to find the solution of the system:

4) put the answer

{a1 x+b1 y=c1

a2 x+b2 y=c2

x=
|c1 b1

c2 b2
|

|a1 b1

a2 b2
|
=
c1b2−c2b1

a1b2−a2b1

y=
|a1 c1

a2 c2
|

|a1 b1

a2 b2
|
=
a1c2−a2c1

a1b2−a2b1



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

2) the determinant of the 
    variable’s coefficients:

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

|3 −1
4 −3|

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

2) the determinant of the 
    variable’s coefficients:

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

|3 −1
4 −3|=3⋅(−3)−4⋅(−1)=−9+4=−5

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

2) the determinant of the 
    variable’s coefficients:

3) using Cramer’s rule:

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

|3 −1
4 −3|=3⋅(−3)−4⋅(−1)=−9+4=−5

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14

x=
| 3 −1
14 −3|
|3 −1
4 −3|



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

2) the determinant of the 
    variable’s coefficients:

3) using Cramer’s rule:

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

|3 −1
4 −3|=3⋅(−3)−4⋅(−1)=−9+4=−5

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14

x=
| 3 −1
14 −3|
|3 −1
4 −3|

=
3⋅(−3)−14⋅(−1)

−5
=−9+14

−5
= 5

−5
=1



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

2) the determinant of the 
    variable’s coefficients:

3) using Cramer’s rule:

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

|3 −1
4 −3|=3⋅(−3)−4⋅(−1)=−9+4=−5

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14

y=
|3 3
4 14|

|3 −1
4 −3|



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

2) the determinant of the 
    variable’s coefficients:

3) using Cramer’s rule:

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

|3 −1
4 −3|=3⋅(−3)−4⋅(−1)=−9+4=−5

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14

y=
|3 3
4 14|

|3 −1
4 −3|

=3⋅14−4⋅3
−5

=42−12
−5

= 30
−5

=−6



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Solving system of equations by determinants

1)  re-writing the system to have 
     both variables on one side: 

2) the determinant of the 
    variable’s coefficients:

3) using Cramer’s rule: …

4) Answer: (1,-6) 

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x=3 y+14

|3 −1
4 −3|=3⋅(−3)−4⋅(−1)=−9+4=−5

{ 3 x− y=3
4 x−3 y=14



  

Systems of Two Linear Equations in Two Unknowns

Example: Solve the system of equations

{ 3.3F+1.9T=4.2
5.4F−6.4T=13.2
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